Reticular chemistry guided precise construction of zirconium-pentacarboxylate frameworks with 5-connected Zr₆ clusters†
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Zirconium-based metal–organic frameworks (Zr-MOFs) have been extensively studied due to their very rich structural chemistry. The combination of nearly unlimited carboxylic acid-based linkers and Zr₆ clusters with multiple connectivities has led to diverse structures and specific properties of resultant Zr-MOFs. Herein, we demonstrate the successful use of reticular chemistry to construct two novel Zr-MOFs, HIAM-4040 and HIAM-4040-OH, with zfu topology. Based on a thorough structural analysis of (4,4)-connected əv-type Zr-tetracarboxylate frameworks and a judicious linker design, we have obtained the first example of a Zr-pentacarboxylate framework featuring unprecedented 5-connected organic linkers and 5-connected Zr₆ clusters. Compared with HIAM-4040, a larger Stokes shift is achieved in HIAM-4040-OH via hydroxyl group induced excited-state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT). HIAM-4040-OH exhibits high chemical and thermal stability and is used for HClO detection in aqueous solution with excellent sensitivity and selectivity.

Introduction

As one of the most extensively studied subclasses, zirconium-based metal–organic frameworks (Zr-MOFs)⁵–⁶ possess rich structural diversity and functionalizable sites, outstanding chemical and thermal stability, and intriguing properties. They are considered to be one of the most promising MOF branches for practical applications. The tunable linker length, number of carboxylate groups, geometry and functionality of organic linkers, and variable connection numbers of Zr₆ clusters not only provide the structural abundance of Zr-MOFs, but also generate specific properties. Up to now, Zr-MOFs made of ditopic,⁷–¹⁰ tritopic,¹¹–¹⁵ tetratopic¹⁶–²² and hexatopic²²–²⁴ carboxylic acids have been reported with 3-,²⁵ 4-,¹⁹,²⁶ 6-,²² 8-,¹⁵,²¹ 10-,²⁸ 12-connected⁷,¹⁰,¹⁸ Zr₆ clusters and different underlying nets. Benefiting from the aforementioned advantages, Zr-MOFs have exhibited excellent potential for various applications, including but not limited to catalysis,¹⁵,¹⁶,²⁵ chemical storage and separation,¹⁹,³⁰ sensing,⁶,¹¹,¹³,³¹ and imaging,²²–²⁴

While many Zr₆-based MOFs have been synthesized since their first discovery in 2008,⁷ those with 5-, 7- and 11-connected Zr₆ clusters have rarely been reported. Likewise, although di-, tri-, tetra- and hexa-topic linkers have all been successfully used in constructing Zr-MOFs, pentacarboxylate-based structures do not exist to this date. Designing and synthesizing suitable pentacarboxylic acids to obtain corresponding Zr-MOFs have been found to be very difficult although several pentacarboxylic acids have been reported to have been used to construct Co- or Cu-MOFs more than 10 years ago.⁵,³³,³⁶ This fact might be ascribed to the geometric frustration as reported, in which shape-mismatched linkers will prohibit the formation of pre-determined frameworks.²² Fortunately, the establishment and development of reticular chemistry and the Reticular Chemistry Structure Resource (RCSR) database have been proven to be useful approaches in guiding the construction of novel MOF structures via the top-down design and precious assembly of predesigned inorganic building units and organic linkers at the molecular level.³⁸–⁴⁵ Reticular chemistry has been proven to be a useful strategy in designing many structures⁵,²²,⁴⁰,⁴⁷ and property-specific⁴⁸,⁴⁹ MOFs. Therefore, we envision that it can also
help guide the development of pentacarboxylate-based Zr-MOFs and the formation of 5-, 7-, and 11-connected Zr6 cluster-based MOFs.

As reported and shown in Fig. 1a and S1,† Zr-MOFs with 4-connected Zr6 clusters have been constructed, such as NU-1400 with an Ivtx underlying net using \([1,1^0,4^0,1^0]-\)terphenyl-3,3',5,5'-tetracarboxylic acid (H4TPTC) or similar linkers.\(^\text{19,26}\) In these Zr-MOFs, each linker is coordinated with four Zr6 clusters and each Zr6 cluster is connected with four linkers, leading to the formation of rhombic channels along the a axis. From the view of reticular chemistry, TPTCs are packed between two rows of 4-connected Zr6 clusters in NU-1400 viewed from the c axis (Fig. S1ct†). It is thus highly possible to add another carboxylate group on the central benzene ring of TPTC to coordinate with the neighboring Zr6 cluster and block the rhombic channels as depicted in Fig. 1b, in which the 5-connected Zr6 cluster and 5-connected pentacarboxylic acid will be generated.

Results and discussion

Bearing the aforementioned consideration in mind, two pentacarboxylic acids, 5,5'-\((2-(5-carboxyphenyl)-2-yl)\)-1H-benzo[d]imidazole-4,7-diyldiisophthalic acid (H5CBII) (Fig. S2†) and 5,5'-\((2-(4-carboxyphenyl)-1H-benzo[d]imidazole-4,7-diyldi)\) diisophthalic acid (H5CBII) (Fig. 2a), were designed and synthesized \(\text{via}\) Suzuki–Miyaura coupling followed by the saponification reaction (detailed procedures in the ESI, Fig. S3–S8†) to prove our hypothesis. We then attempted to synthesize Zr-MOFs using these two linkers. For H5CBII, no crystals were obtained in spite of many attempts using various organic solvents and acid modulators. However, for H3CBII, single crystals with large size and uniform shape can be easily prepared. The typical synthesis procedure is as follows (Fig. 2a and b): a 5 mL vial containing H3CBII (0.018 mmol, 10.2 mg), ZrCl4 (0.10 mmol, 23.3 mg), 0.8 mL formic acid and 3 mL DMF was placed in a preheated oven at 120 °C for 3 days. Colorless single crystals of HIAM-4040 were obtained with bright blue emission under 365 nm excitation (Fig. 2c and S9†) (HIAM = Hoffmann Institute of Advanced Materials; 40 = zirconium).

The single crystal X-ray diffraction (sc-XRD) analysis at 193 K indicated that HIAM-4040 crystallizes in an orthorhombic crystal system with a P212121 space group (Table S1†). As expected, each Zr6O8 cluster in HIAM-4040 is coordinated by five fully deprotonated CBII linkers, three formate groups and four terminal H2O/OH− groups (Fig. 2d, S10 and S11†), which was confirmed by the \(^1\)H NMR spectrum of digested HIAM-4040 (Fig. S12†). Each CBII is connected to five Zr6O8 clusters. As a result, HIAM-4040 possesses a rarely reported (5,5)-c izfu topology with the overall formula of Zr6O4(OH)8(H2O)4(CBII). To the best of our knowledge, HIAM-4040 is the first example of Zr-MOFs constructed using a pentacarboxylate-type linker with 5-connected organic linkers and 5-connected Zr6 clusters, which is different from the reported 5-connected Zr6 cluster in NU-500, where one monodentate carboxylate ligand exists.\(^\text{50–53}\) A close structure analysis demonstrates that, similar to that in NU-1400, CBIs are also packed between two rows of Zr6 clusters as viewed along the a axis, where additional carboxylate groups are connected to the left/below or the right/above the Zr6 cluster (Fig. S10†). As a result, the rhombic channels as observed in NU-1400 along the a axis are separated into two triangular-shaped channels and one rhombic-shaped channel along the b axis (Fig. S10† middle). After removing the 4-(1H-imidazole-2-yl)benzoic acid group from the single crystal structure of HIAM-4040, the residual structure is almost the same as that of NU-1400 (Fig. S1 and S13†). The length of the added moiety containing carboxyl group in H3CBII is about 8.33 Å, while the distances between the central benzene ring of the organic linker and the neighboring Zr6 cluster are around 8.10 to 12.67 Å in NU-1400 under various conditions due to its flexibility. Therefore, NU-1400 can accommodate another carboxyl-containing moiety to generate the (5,5)-c underlying net. These results are consistent with our hypothesis that the 5-connected Zr6 clusters can be generated using pentacarboxylic acids based on reticular chemistry guided structural analysis of 4,4-c Ivtx type Zr-MOFs, which further confirms that reticular chemistry is a powerful strategy for designing and discovering MOFs with novel structures.

To further investigate the tunability of linkers and their induced structure and property diversity, two other pentacarboxylic acids, 5,5'-\((2-(4-carboxy-2-hydroxyphenyl)-1H-benzo[d]imidazole-4,7-diyldi)\) disopthalic acid (H5CHBII) (Fig. 2a) and 5,5'-\((2-(4-carboxyphenyl)-1H-benzo[d]imidazole-4,7-diyldi)\) disopthalic acid (H2CBII) (Fig. S2†), were designed and synthesized \(\text{via}\) a similar method to H3CBII (detailed procedures in the ESI, Fig. S14–S19†). H2CBII is the hydroxyl-functionalized H3CBII used to introduce excited-state
intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT). H$_2$CYBII is the extension of H$_2$CBII by incorporating an additional phenyl ring to the central benzene ring to investigate the tolerance of linker length for constructing (5,5)-c zfuf type Zr-MOFs. As a result, light yellow single crystals (HIAM-4040-OH) were formed using H$_2$CBII as the organic linker, which shows bright cyan emission (Fig. 2c) with the overall formula of Zr$_6$O$_4$(OH)$_8$(H$_2$O)$_4$(CH)$_3$(HCOO)$_2$-CHBII) (Fig. S20†). However, for H$_2$CBII, no crystals were obtained, which might be ascribed to the fact that the length of the added moiety is too large to be accommodated in the structure of NU-1400 to generate the (5,5)-c net. These results indicate that the formation of (5,5)-c zfuf type Zr-MOFs has stringent requirements on the geometry and length of organic linkers. The sc-XRD analysis at 193 K revealed that HIAM-4040-OH has excellent chemical and thermal stability. To further confirm the framework stability, we obtained single crystal structures of HIAM-4040-OH after various treatments, namely HIAM-4040-OH-293K, HIAM-4040-OH-323K, HIAM-4040-OH-EtOH (after solvent exchange using EtOH), HIAM-4040-OH-ph$_2$, and HIAM-4040-OH-phH$_2$. As summarized in Tables S1 to S8,† the sc-XRD analyses not only confirm structural stability of HIAM-4040-OH upon heating and exposure to harsh chemical environments, but also indicate temperature- and solvent-dependent structural flexibility (Fig. 3a, S22 and S24†), which is similar to NU-1400.  

We attempted to analyze the permanent porosity of HIAM-4040-OH by N$_2$ and Ar sorption experiments; however negligible gas uptake was observed. We then carried out CO$_2$ sorption measurement at 195 K due to its smaller kinetic diameter compared with N$_2$ and Ar, which exhibited a type I adsorption isotherm (Fig. 3b). The corresponding BET surface area and total pore volume were estimated to be 308.2 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ and 0.14 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$, respectively, smaller than those of NU-1400, due to the introduction of 4-(1H-imidazole-2-yl)benzoic acid. The pore size distribution analysis indicated two types of pores with estimated sizes of 4.5 and 6.6 Å (Fig. S25†). The experimental BET surface area and pore volume are much smaller than the calculated values of 2626.0 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ and 0.56 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$, which demonstrates that only a small amount of porosity was accessible for HIAM-4040-OH.

The solid-state UV-vis absorption experiments revealed that the adsorption maxima are at 372 nm and 382 nm for HIAM-4040 and HIAM-4040-OH, respectively (Fig. 3c). The maximum
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**Fig. 2** (a) Schematic representation of the molecular structures of H$_5$CHBII and H$_5$CBII; (b) 5-connected Zr$_6$ cluster; (c) single crystal images of HIAM-4040 and HIAM-4040-OH under daylight (top) and 365 nm excitation (bottom); (d) the single-crystal structure of HIAM-4040 (color scheme: C, gray; O, red; Zr, green; N, blue).
emission peaks center at 436 nm and 487 nm for HIAM-4040 and HIAM-4040-OH, respectively. It should be noticed that a Stokes shift of 105 nm was observed for HIAM-4040-OH, which is 41 nm larger than that of HIAM-4040 (64 nm). These results indicate that the introduction of a hydroxyl group triggers ESIPT and leads to red-shift emission from the keto form of CHBII under excitation (Fig. S26),† which is the same as we have observed in the previous work.47 The photoluminescence quantum yields are 24.7% and 26.3% for HIAM-4040 and HIAM-4040-OH under 365 nm excitation, respectively. Due to strong emission and excellent chemical stability, especially in aqueous solution, HIAM-4040-OH was used to detect hypochlorous acid (HClO), one of the reactive oxygen species (ROS). HClO and other ROS and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) play an essential role in biology,53–56 where the production of excess HClO is related to various diseases. Therefore, it is of great interest to monitor the concentration of HClO under aqueous conditions. The HClO concentration-dependent emission spectra were thus measured by gradual addition of HClO into the aqueous suspension of HIAM-4040-OH. As shown in Fig. 4a, the emission at 490 nm of HIAM-4040-OH gradually decreased with an increasing concentration of HClO. This result is consistent with the decreased emission lifetime of HIAM-4040-OH after addition of HClO (Fig. 4b), which decreased from 2.00 ns to 1.58 ns and 1.24 ns when 300 and 600 μM HClO was added. The emission intensity of HIAM-4040-OH showed a linear correlation coefficient of 0.998 toward the concentration of HClO in the range of 0 to

![Fig. 3](image-url) (a) Simulated and experimental PXRD patterns of HIAM-4040, HIAM-4040-OH and HIAM-4040-OH after treatment under various conditions; (b) CO₂ adsorption–desorption isotherms at 195 K for HIAM-4040-OH; (c) solid-state emission spectra (solid lines) and UV-vis absorption spectra (dash lines) of HIAM-4040 (blue lines) and HIAM-4040-OH (green lines).

![Fig. 4](image-url) (a) The concentration-dependent emission quenching of HIAM-4040-OH with HClO concentrations of 5, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 400 and 600 μM, and the corresponding Stern–Volmer plot; (b) the fluorescence lifetime decay profiles of HIAM-4040-OH before and after addition of HClO; (c) the selectivity test of HIAM-4040-OH with different kinds of ROS and RNS; (d) the Raman spectra of HIAM-4040-OH before and after treatment using HClO and H₂O₂.
0.6 mM with a calculated detection limitation of 1.57 μM, which is comparable with those of the reported MOF-based materials for HClO detection (Table S9†). A similar emission quenching behavior was also observed for HIAM-4040 after adding HClO (Fig. S27†). HIAM-4040-OH also exhibited high selectivity towards HClO compared with other RNS and ROS, including t-BuOOH, ONOO−, NO2−, NO3−, O2, H2O2 and ·OH (Fig. 4c). Moreover, the well matched PXRD patterns of the simulated HIAM-4040-OH and as-synthesized HIAM-4040-OH, after grinding and detection of HClO indicate the excellent stability of HIAM-4040-OH (Fig. S28†). These results demonstrate that HIAM-4040-OH can be used for highly sensitive and selective detection of HClO in aqueous solutions.

To understand the turn-off sensing mechanism of HIAM-4040-OH toward HClO, several control experiments were conducted. (i) The similar emission quenching behavior of HIAM-4040 and HIAM-4040-OH upon the addition of HClO indicates that the OH group on the linker skeleton of HIAM-4040-OH is not the reaction site for the turn-off mechanism (Fig. S27†). (ii) Almost no change was observed for the emission of HIAM-4040-OH when HCl was added, indicating that the emission quenching is not from the acidic nature of HClO (Fig. S29†). (iii) A slight emission decrease was recorded when HClO was added into a benzothiadiazole-based luminescent MOF solution, HIAM-4011,57 which demonstrates that the N atom on the benzothiadiazole is silent toward HClO (Fig. S30†). (iv) The UV-vis absorption range of HClO is less than 350 nm, ruling out the energy transfer induced emission quenching between HIAM-4040-OH and HClO (Fig. S31†). According to the aforementioned experiments, we conclude that the reason for the turn-off emission is the reaction between HClO and the NH group on the imidazole ring. As a strong oxidizing agent, the NH group will be oxidized to N after adding HClO to HIAM-4040-OH solution, where the electrons will rearrange to generate a carbon radical, which will quench the emission of HIAM-4040-OH. To confirm our hypothesis, the Raman spectra of HIAM-4040-OH before and after adding HClO were measured. As shown in Fig. 4d, the typical Raman peaks at 998, 1295 and 1617 cm−1 were attributed to the trigonal bending, C–N and C=C stretching vibrations of linkers in HIAM-4040-OH. After addition of HClO, a new Raman peak originating from C–N=C appeared at 940 cm−1 and was attributed to the oxidation of N–H on the imidazole ring, while no peak at 940 cm−1 was observed when H2O2 was added, which further confirms that only HClO has this specific interaction with HIAM-4040-OH.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we report the successful application of reticular chemistry to construct pentacarboxylate-based Zr-MOFs, HIAM-4040 and HIAM-4040-OH, inspired by (4,4)-c 1st type Zr-MOFs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first Zr-pentacarboxylate framework and the first study disclosing a 5-connected organic linker and 5-connected Zr6 node. By introducing a hydroxyl group into the linker skeleton of HIAM-4040, an isoreticular structure, HIAM-4040-OH, is generated with a larger Stokes shift via ESIP. Due to its excellent chemical and thermal stability, HIAM-4040-OH was utilized for HClO detection in an aqueous solution with high sensitivity and selectivity. This work points to a new avenue for rationally designing and constructing Zr-MOFs with unique structures guided by reticular chemistry.
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